Notice

This is very frequently being reported by the Course Co-ordinators that despite being given instructions/warnings, students are found using or keeping Mobile Phones in their hands during continuance of the class.

This act is causing serious disturbance to the teacher in his/her flow of thoughts delivery process as well as to learning attention of the students sitting in the class. So:

1. This is hereby instructed/ warned to all the students not to use or keep mobile in his/her hands or on the bench during the continuance of class.

2. Henceforth, if any act of using or keeping in hand the mobile is reported to the concerned Program Leaders that shall be taken seriously and shall be termed as an act done in violation of disciplinary rules of the class room*.

3. It is requested to all faculty members while delivering the lecture or engaging students in any activity within the four wall of the classroom, please do not ask to the students for any search of words or any provision of Bare Act on mobile phones".

4. It is further requested to the faculty members to ask to the student to bring hard copy of concerned Bare Acts in class.

Dr. D.K. Bandyopadhyay
Chairman
Amity Law School, Delhi

* Class room control of maintenance of teaching - learning environment is sole responsibility of the teacher.
It is he/she who will give her/ his version of disturbance to the class room learning environment.
* *However if the teacher allows using mobiles in the class room this should be treated as an exception with full regulatory control over the students.